
 

 

 
 

WHO IS COMING OVER TO YOUR HOUSE? 
 

When The Honourable John Godfrey’s home 
generator roared into action moments after a 
local power cut, he faced a couple of 
challenges. His wife’s embarrassment — they 
were the only ones on the block with a power 
source and in the middle of a summer day it 
was a noisy nuisance: should they turn it off? 
On the other hand, Godfrey wondered, if the 
power cut lasted into the night, who should 
they invite to share their energy capacity with 
them? 
 
On Wednesday 29th June, about 90 people 
gathered at the Institute of Public 
Administration Canada (IPAC) conference at 
the Fairmont Royal York Hotel to help Godfrey 
answer that second question. In the event of 
a power cut or other emergencies such as 
floods, heatwaves or ice storms, who is 

vulnerable, and what sort of help will they need? Climate Change is a threat multiplier that 
makes this adaptation work urgent—we are not ready to meet its challenges. 
 
A new Toronto multi-sector group, 
CLARION, asked people from all levels 
of government including the City of 
Toronto, intrapreneurs from businesses 
such as Cisco and Intelligarde, faith 
groups, community organizers and 
assorted NGO’s to brainstorm how to 
develop and support the ability of 
Canadian neighbourhoods and residents 
to look after each other in emergencies. 
Objectives of the session were to 
improve understanding of what 
community level efforts can add to 
existing emergency support systems 
and to identify concrete next steps. 
 
Before that process began, everyone had an opportunity to dispose of their professional hats 
and try on key neighbourhood roles in a game that demanded a quick response to an 
unanticipated crisis. Resilientville’s co-creator, Daniel Homsey, Director of the San Francisco 
Neighbourhood Empowerment Network, introduced the game and pressed home the 
importance of local connections among the greatest diversity of residents and other 
stakeholders. “Neighbours are critical first responders in the first days of a crisis when 



 

 

government is scrambling elsewhere to meet multiple pressing needs”, said Homsey. “That’s 
how communities can be successful during any time of stress”.  
 
An inspiring and productive afternoon achieved consensus around a key objective: To establish 
a national network of neighbourhood-based response hubs, led by community but supported by 
government, private sector, & not-for-profits.  
 
Here’s where you can learn more about CLARION and Resilientville: www.clarionhub.ca and 
www.empowersf.org/resilientville2/ 
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